Why will university cities remain resilient?

COVID-19 has changed our world in ways we couldn’t have imagined,
however one thing that has remained consistent is the hunger and
determination in young people to move away from home and attend
university. Young people see moving to university as a rite of passage to
adulthood and the freedom they have long sought after. Many university
courses have adopted a hybrid class system of online classes and smaller,
more intimate lectures to still provide the world leading education that
students have come to expect from UK institutions.
According to the government in June 2020, the number of students
deferring from university in September 2020 was only slightly higher than
the rate in 2019 (2% increase). This seems relatively low considering the
scale of the Coronavirus pandemic and shows the strength of the
university sector. Most sources seem to point at an up-and-running vaccine
for COVID-19 by April/May 2021, which would mean a much more normal
start to the 2021/22 academic year and a wider return to normality.
Both Leeds and Newcastle are home to some of the best universities the
UK has to offer and both cities host Russell Group Universities. The Russell
Group is a collection of 24 extraordinary establishments across the UK who
are world-class, research-intensive universities.

LEEDS

£
4 Universities
University of Leeds, Leeds
Beckett, Leeds Trinity,
Leeds Arts University

Almost 40% graduate
retention rate

JLL predicts 5-year
price growth at 15.9%
(cumulative)

The University of Leeds is ranked 16th best university in the UK out
of 130 institutions. This Russell Group university is credited with
32% of all its research being world-leading and another 50% of its
research being internationally excellent. A quarter of all students
come from the EU or further afield and over a quarter of its staff
hail from overseas, showing just how desirable Leeds is for some of
the world’s best academics.

NEWCASTLE

£
Newcastle
Resident Student
Population 2020 –
42,000 (41%
increase over past
20 years)

2 Universities
Newcastle
University,
University of
Northumbria

City graduate
retention rate –
36%

Savills predicts the
North East region to
see price growth at
14.2% cumulatively
over the next 5
years

Newcastle University is estimated to add around £1.1bn to the
Newcastle economy and is a Russell Group university. 31% of the
Newcastle University’s research is rated as world-leading with
another 48% rated as internationally excellent. With such
prestigious accolades it is no wonder that Newcastle University
attracts students from the world over and a total of 25% of it’s
students are from outside of the UK.

Universities help to underpin a city's
housing market by guaranteeing intense
and sustained pressure on supply as well as
price growth. Universities & student
retention are strong contributing factors in
IP Global selecting both Leeds and
Newcastle as promising markets.
In Leeds, we have invested in 3 projects
to-date and are excited to be launching a
new one soon. Developments with particularly good access to universities,
such as Centenary House only two blocks from Leeds Beckett University,
are forecast to have some of the strongest rent-ability.
Similarly in Newcastle, our new investment opportunity Arc Avenue offers
an excellent location for students and young professionals close to Trinity
Square shopping centre and Gateshead Metro station. The immediate area
around the project has already been regenerated and Arc Avenue will be
the final addition to the Masterplan.
Leeds and Newcastle both
create the perfect conditions
for sustained house price and
rental price growth, due to a
strengthening demand
combined with the continued
shortfall of supply.
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